WHAT HAS MY ASSOCIATION DONE FOR ME LATELY?

Your association, LCEA, has recently:

- Held three LCEA meetings in Silver Springs to update building representatives so they could pass on association information and materials to members.
- Attended all school board meetings throughout the summer and since school began with LCEA presence noted by the superintendent and board president.
- Awarded four high school scholarships to LCEA members’ children and/or grandchildren to be used toward college tuition and expenses.
- In conjunction with WEA and UCN, offered discounted admission for the Wild Island Picnic where nearly 400 members and their families enjoyed activities throughout the park and an unlimited buffet. Local and state member dues were used to offset the cost of this event.
- Provided representation on the district’s new Marzano Evaluation Implementation Committee to decide how the new evaluation system and iObservation instrument will be rolled out during the next three years.
- Signed an MOU with the district guaranteeing all employees will be held harmless with satisfactory evaluations this year while the Marzano evaluation system becomes permanent. Probationary employees and those on plans of assistance will be evaluated using the current system.
- Represented three members at the Level II superintendent grievance phase, which resulted in one being settled, one successful, and one where the employee transferred to a new work site.
- Three members of LCEA attended NEA’s national annual meeting and Representative Assembly in Washington, D.C., to remain apprised of national trends in education and to direct our national officers in next year’s operating, program, and legislative priorities work.
- Attended two UCN (UniServ Council of Nevada – all rural teacher and educational support county locals in Nevada) meetings. LCEA is the largest member rural local in Nevada.
- Newly elected NSEA board member, Summer Kay, provided rural representation at the state level directing the programs and priorities NSEA will focus on this year.
- Continued to meet the needs of members on a day-to-day basis through building representation and representation provided by LCEA officers and grievance chair.

If you would like to provide feedback about this publication or get in touch with LCEA about any matter, please use the contact information to the left. Thank you for your continuing membership in Lyon County Education Association.
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